Request for Information on Wrongful Sectioning Attempts on Mr. Edward Ellis, Equity Lawyer, 26 June 2019/Fwd:

Reference number: ENQ1-7101358080

Thank you for contacting the Care Quality Commission.

From: Ramola D <ramolad@hushmail.com>
To: pressoffice <pressoffice@redbridge.gov.uk>, david.fryer <david.fryer@cqc.org.uk>, ray.cooling <ray.cooling@cqc.org.uk>, Farrah.Chandra@cqc.org.uk <farrah.chandra@cqc.org.uk>, john.scott <john.scott@cqc.org.uk>, helen.gildersleeve <helen.gildersleeve@cqc.org.uk>, louise.grifferty <louise.grifferty@cqc.org.uk>, Farrah.Chandra@cqc.org.uk <farrah.chandra@cqc.org.uk>, john.scott <john.scott@cqc.org.uk>, helen.gildersleeve <helen.gildersleeve@cqc.org.uk>, louise.grifferty <louise.grifferty@cqc.org.uk>,
Cc: lotusprincess4u@gmail.com

Sent Monday, July 1, 2019 at 12:50 PM

Encrypted No
Signed No

To:
The Press Office, Redbridge Council, UK
The Press Office, Care Quality Commission, UK

From:
Ramola D, Journalist
The Everyday Concerned Citizen

Dear Press Officers, Redbridge Council and Care Quality Commission:

I am writing to ask for information on:

1) Who authorized the wrongful sectioning attempt on Equity Lawyer Mr. Edward Ellis on 26 June 2019 and who authorized all other sectioning attempts made on him in the past two weeks, as documented below by human rights advocate Neelu Berry and in my coverage on this matter over the weekend:

   - Community Care or Deranged “Mental Health Team”? UK Police Carry Taser Into Home Break-In to Attack Whistleblower Patient with Kidney Failure
   - Egregious Sectioning and Kidnap Attempts on Equity Lawyer Edward Ellis As the Completing Mass Corruption Remedy Process Exposes Pervasive Crime & Corruption in UK Courts, Police Departments, and Hospitals

This is a matter of serious public concern both in the UK and the USA and I ask as a human rights investigative science and technology journalist who has interviewed Mr. Ellis on the important matter of his anti-corruption work in the UK, and who is well aware of his intellectual acumen and mental soundness. Please watch our interviews and judge for yourselves; 3 interviews linked in this article:

   - Mr. Edward Ellis, Equity Lawyer, Reports the Launch of a Mass Corruption Remedy Process in the United Kingdom and Calls for Principled Independents and Empowered Citizens to Step Forward

It is an egregious travesty of justice when a humanitarian of Mr. Ellis’s stature is hounded and persecuted by local authorities citing “mental health concerns” as an excuse to shut down his voice and work for wronged citizens.

This matter must therefore be investigated and reported thoroughly.

2) Why was this action taken on 26 June 2019 to break down Mr. Ellis’s door in intention of “search and capture” of Mr. Ellis?

3) Why was Police Officer EO 4333 holding a taser in his hand behind his back just as he entered the home?
Does RedBridge Council and Care Quality Commission approve the use of tasers of supposedly mentally-ill people in order to stun them into submission?

Are you aware of the extreme dangers of tasers—which have caused numerous deaths and cardiac arrests, and which harm people in relation to the level of their physical health? (Please see my Community Care...article linked above, which links to many articles reporting these dangers.)

4) Are you aware Mr. Edward Ellis is a kidney patient, who has moreover been the recipient of a fistula surgically placed in him by Sussex University hospital with no follow-up for dialysis over 7 months, who is himself working on acquiring the best treatment for his kidney issues?

5) Are you aware that, as Ms. Berry spells out below, there does not appear to be any cause whatsoever for a Mental Health sectioning to have been indicated by any hospital or doctor in recent contact with Mr. Ellis: “The Mental Health Team of 8 had no reason to believe Mr Ellis had Mental Health issues because Dr Lever confirmed there was no evidence of it during a consultation.” Please note that this matter of Dr. Lever stating clearly it was not in his remit to make mental health evaluations while oxymoronically and peculiarly asking Mr. Ellis to submit to his recommendation that someone else should make a mental health evaluation—for no reason whatsoever—was discussed in my article Egregious Sectioning...linked above. Dr. Lever’s attitude and actions suggest that he is unreasonably and suspiciously persecuting a whistleblower reporting high-level corruption including hospital corruption.

6) Are you aware that Redbridge Council has essentially approved the use of a taser on a 66-year-old kidney patient—if this police officer acted in a pre-approved manner, that is? If he did not, are you aware that this is a serious matter of concern and that Law Enforcement in the whole of the UK needs to be made aware of the extreme dangers of taser use on unwell people, who are for obvious reasons, in a vulnerable physical state—and that Law Enforcement should not therefore be permitted to use or threaten use of tasers on people known to be medical patients?

7) Why were there so many staff workers of whatever kind attendant, who are they, what is their professional qualification, and why were they all storming the bastion of Mr. Ellis’s home that morning?

8) What had these staff workers been told to warrant their all being there, en masse, as if they all needed to be there?

9) What is your understanding (I am asking Redbridge Council and the Care Quality Commission Health Service Regulating Body here) of the rationale behind getting a warrant under the Mental Health Act to section a completely sane and sound citizen, who in no way has engaged in harm to self or society and has never been in danger of same—and has given no-one, no doctor, no nurse, no medical professional, no neighbor, no friend, no interviewer any evidence whatsoever of such alleged harm?

I wish to continue reporting on this matter and will be glad to examine and relay your side as well of what is looking to all educated observers as an egregious crime against humanity. Several sectioning attempts have been made on Mr. Ellis, and while he is apparently under threat of being stunned into cardiac arrest or death by taser by Redbridge Council police officers acting on wrongful information from NHS hospital staff at Brighton & Sussex and Queen’s hospitals, and keen to keep their medical malfeasance and liability for care hidden from public view.

As Public Information Officers for your organizations as well, I request that you convey to your CEOs and Chairs the seriousness of this matter, and ask that the wrongful sectioning attempts and terrorizing attempts via Mental Health Fraud to suppress a whistleblower of international stature be stopped immediately.

Please contact me anytime via email here or at ramolad@everydayconcerned.net, or on telephone at 202-378-7485/US area codes preceding.

I look forward to your immediate response and information, which the reading public will surely be interested in hearing as well.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,
Ramola D

Ramola D
Investigative Sci-Tech Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor & Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Sent using Hushmail

----- Forwarded message from "lou lotus" <lotusprincess4u@gmail.com> -----

Date: Mon, 01 Jul 2019 12:22:17 +0000
Subject: Fwd: Reference number: ENQ1-7101358080 Thank you for contacting the Care Quality Commission.
To: concerns@cqc.org.uk

Dear CQC,

PUBLIC DEMAND A FULL INVESTIGATION INTO ROUTINE KIDNAPS, MENTAL HEALTH FRAUDS, DISAPPEARANCES, MYSTERIOUS DEATHS, HIGH DEATH RATES WITHIN THE NHS
DR FOSTERS GUIDE RANGE OF DEATH RATES VARYING BETWEEN 60% TO 125% IS UNACCEPTABLE - ANY DEATH RATES ABOVE 100% DEMAND IMMEDIATE CLOSURE, REVIEW OF ALL FOR RELEASE OF MENTAL HEALTH PATIENTS ALL OVER UK - ROUTINE MENTAL HEALTH FRAUDS ON WHISTLEBLOWERS ALL OVER UK IS A LIABILITY ON CQC CEO, CHAIRMANS & DIRECTORS.

Please note there is also
2. Queens Hospital Romford Essex, Ambulatory Care Unit 19th June 2019 2.30pm to 4 pm and
3. Redbridge Community Mental Health Team
a) phone calls, 17th June, when they were told their services were not required and
b) Unannounced visits, 18th, (1) 19th, (2)
c) Mental Health Fraud Application in Barkingside Magistrates Court, with forced entry hiring a locksmith, with Police Fraud Warrant Execution under S 135 (1) to remove Mr Edward Ellis, who had not been at 450 New North Road, IG6 3EB for several days. The Mental Health Team of 8 had no reason to believe Mr Ellis had Mental Health issues because Dr Lever confirmed there was no evidence of it during a consultation, see attached (3)
4, Police officer EA4333 Cabie from Ilford Police who withdrew a Tazer gun using his right hand, from his left pocket, see attached video at 13 min 42 sec (4)
with intent to use it on Edward Ellis, witnessed by female Mental Health Nurse, who was smiling, accompanied with PC EA4142
to be added to this complaint:-
5. VISIT BY BRIGHTON & SUSSEX NHS TRUST WARRANT OFFICER AT MR ELLIS' OLD ADDRESS IN BRIGHTON IN A KIDNAP ATTEMPT

The CQC CEO, Directors & Chairmans will confirm who made the referral for Mental Health Services and deny Kidney Dialysis that Mr Ellis, who was diagnosed with 10% kidney function at Queens Hospital by Nephrologist, Dr Lever, can undergo Kidney dialysis within the NHS, in London, outside of these two trusts, within 24 hours, without the Mental Health Fraud being imposed in a Sure Kill from Kidney Failure caused by a Fistula put in place by Dr Adam Dairmaid-Gordon at Brighton & Sussex NHS Trust.

(1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1RbCg1IyHA
18 June 2019:NHS Mental Health Fraud Caught on CCTV on Equity Lawyer Edward William Ellis

(2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CIw77wOEBr
19 June 2019: NHS Mental Health Fraud Caught on CCTV on Equity Lawyer Edward William Ellis

(3) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZa7z-r7Yic
19 June 2019 4pm:Kidney Specialist Caught Impersonating a Psychiatrist in Kidnap Attempt of Mr Ellis

(4) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KztGlAoqQM
26 June 2019: Mental Health Sectioning Fraud 6th attempt on Equity Lawyer Mr Ellis Caught on CCTV

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: concerns <concerns@cqc.org.uk>
Date: Mon, 1 Jul 2019 at 11:20
Subject: Reference number: ENQ1-7101358080 Thank you for contacting the Care Quality Commission.

Dear Madam/Sir

Reference number: ENQ1-7101358080

Thank you for taking the time to contact the Care Quality Commission and for sharing your concerns about Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust.

Why your information matters

The information about your experience of care is very important to us. By providing us with this information, you will help us improve the overall quality of care in England. You will also help us prevent poor care and abuse happening to others in the future.

How we use your information

Your information helps us decide what, when, and where to inspect. It may also inform our inspection reports on the quality of care being provided.

Exactly what we do with your information depends on how urgent it is and what it is about. If somebody is at immediate risk of harm or abuse and we are the first organisation to find out, we will tell the police or local authority, or both. We do this because police and local authorities have the legal powers to take immediate action to protect people at risk. We may also decide to take action ourselves in coordination with the police and local authorities.

There are a number of other actions we may also take. These include:

- Asking the care provider to give us their response to the information.
- Meeting the management at the care provider to discuss it.
- Sharing it with other relevant agencies that need to know about it.
- Carrying out an urgent inspection or bringing forward a planned inspection.

What happens next?
Your information has been passed to the inspector for Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust. We may get in touch with you to ask for more details. We will not do this in every case because we do not always need to get more details. Even if you do not hear from us, we will still be using the information that you have given us in our work.

You can sign up to get an email alert on Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust at [www.cqc.org.uk/content/our-email-alerts](http://www.cqc.org.uk/content/our-email-alerts). If you subscribe to an alert, we'll send you one email when we've inspected the service and another when we publish the resulting report.

Making an official complaint

If you have experienced or seen poor care, you have a right to complain to the organisation that provided or paid for the care. We cannot make these complaints for you or take them up on your behalf because we do not have powers to investigate or resolve them. The only exception to this is for people whose rights are restricted under the Mental Health Act. In certain circumstances, we can act on behalf of the person whose rights have been restricted.

If you do want to make an official complaint, our complaints leaflet (enclosed) will advise you who you should complain to and also suggests other organisations that can offer support and advice to you.

Advice to employees raising concerns about the care provided by their employer

People who raise concerns about the care provided by their employer are sometimes called ‘whistle-blowers’. Our website has further information about our role and provides helpful advice on speaking out and what protection you will have from the law: [www.cqc.org.uk/content/report-concern-if-you-are-member-staff](http://www.cqc.org.uk/content/report-concern-if-you-are-member-staff).

Should you wish to share any additional or new information please contact us at:

Care Quality Commission
Citygate
Gallowgate
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 4PA

Telephone: 03000 616161
Fax: 03000 616171
Online: [www.cqc.org.uk/sye](http://www.cqc.org.uk/sye)

Thank you again for taking the time to share your experience with us.

Yours sincerely

Care Quality Commission

CQC uses personal data (information relating to identifiable living people) to allow us to carry out our role to make sure health and social care services provide people with safe, effective, compassionate, high-quality care and to encourage care services to improve. We have been given legal powers to collect and use personal data for this purpose.

You have a right to receive a copy of the personal data about you that we hold, or to ask us to correct, delete or not use your personal data. You can exercise these rights, or contact our Data Protection Officer, by email to information.access@cqc.org.uk or by contacting our National Customer Service Centre using the details above. If you are unhappy with how CQC processes your personal data, you have a right to complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office ([www.ico.org.uk](http://www.ico.org.uk)).

We only share personal data with other organisations where it is lawful to do so and in accordance with our Code of Practice on Confidential Personal Information. We keep personal data secure and only store it for as long as it is required. We publish full information on our policies for processing, sharing and protecting personal data at [http://www.cqc.org.uk/about-us/our-policies/privacy-statement](http://www.cqc.org.uk/about-us/our-policies/privacy-statement) or you can find out more by contacting our National Customer Service Centre using the details above.

[THREAD ID:1-39NAO4X]

The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential to the intended recipient. They may not be disclosed to or used by or copied in any way by anyone other than the intended recipient. If this email is received in error, please notify us immediately by clicking “Reply” and delete the email. Please note that neither the Care Quality Commission nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan or otherwise check this email and any attachments. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be the views of the Care Quality Commission. Information on how the Care Quality Commission processes personal data is available here [http://www.cqc.org.uk/about-us/our-policies/privacy-statement](http://www.cqc.org.uk/about-us/our-policies/privacy-statement)
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